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“Words, so innocent and powerless as they are, standing in a dictionary; how potent for good and 
evil they become in the hands of one who knows how to choose and combine them.” 
— Nathaniel Hawthorne  
 
 
Abstract 
This paper presents how the power of Python, its various modules and Artificial 
Intelligence techniques can be integrated into a very useful and effective English spelling-
correcting and vocabulary-enhancing application. The objective is to use the Python 
interface for various functionalities like text to speech, graphical user interface and sqlite3 
database to integrate them into a single useful tool. The application is named as 
“ShruthLaikh”, which is a Hindi word for dictations. It has been demonstrated how this 
simple yet intelligent tool can help users to absorb word spellings in a very effective 
manner at the same time enhancing their retaining power. It also proves how Python as a 
programming language can be utilized effectively for the creation of powerful and user-
friendly applications that can assist in more ways than one in revolutionizing the 
educational scene in nations across the world and the role that Python can play in imparting 
education in an innovative way. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
The field of education is evolving dramatically with new technologies being introduced [1]. 
We at SEETA aim at researching how software technologies can help children befriend 
education so that they enthusiastically indulge in it. The SEETA community [2] has 
embraced Python as a platform for solving a wide variety of research problems, in part 
because of Python’s support for easily gluing together tools from different domains to solve 
complex problems. Python has remarkable power with very clear syntax and its standard 
library is large and comprehensive [3]. Python supports multiple programming paradigms 
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(primarily object oriented, imperative, and functional) and features a fully dynamic type 
system and automatic memory management, similar to that of Perl, Ruby, Scheme, and Tcl 
which makes it a very useful language in developing applications.  Python and its many 
batteries can help us learn a wide range of techniques necessary to impart education. This is 
an exciting time for those of us who believe that software development in general, and 
Python in particular, has a vital role in education [4].  
 
1.1 Importance of vocabulary 
Our ability to function in today’s complex social and economic worlds is mightily affected 
by our language skills and vocabulary [5]. The Report of the National Reading Panel 
(2000) [6], for example, concluded, “The importance of vocabulary knowledge has long 
been recognized in the development of reading skills. As early as 1924, researchers noted 
that growth in reading power relies on continuous growth in word knowledge”. 
 
1.2 Positive effects of reading and listening simultaneously 
Past researches prove that providing auditory narration of text during silent reading helps 
children to learn and understand quickly [7]. Hearing and listening at the same time helps a 
child to see how the words can come alive in a fluid, expressive way. It helps them focus on 
the sounds of words read without interruption and provides a model of fluent reading. This 
also gives them an important introduction to listening. A research program called “New 
Heights Program” was once conducted on tape-assisted reading for struggling readers. This 
also provides research evidence that demonstrates how tape-assisted reading programs have 
a positive impact on student reading achievement, particularly fluency and reading 
comprehension [8]. 
 
1.3 How technology has helped in learning vocabulary 
For many learners studying English as a foreign language, vocabulary learning is 
considered as tedious, as they have to memorize unfamiliar words and spellings and are 
typically asked to complete lots of exercises. Learners find it hard to engage in such rote 
learning of words. In order to alleviate the problem, computer-assisted language learning 
(CALL) [9] systems often use multimedia to engage learners more in the learning process. 
Computer-based instruction [10] is emerging  as a method to train and develop vocabulary 
knowledge for both native and second-language  learners [11] and  individuals  with  
special  needs [12]. A valuable component is the potential to present multiple sources of 
information, such as text and sounds in parallel [13]. Incorporating text and sounds of the 
vocabulary to be learned along with the actual definitions and usages facilitates learning 
and improves memory for the target vocabulary. Dubois and Vial (2000) [14], for example, 
found it easy to recall second-language vocabulary  when  training  consisted  of  combined 
presentations of spoken words, images, written words and text relative to only a subset of 
these. 
 
 
 
1.4 Importance of Python 
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As a programming language, Python outshines most languages with its many batteries and 
other tools. C can be utilized where system run time support is an important factor and 
where the language needs to map perfectly with the machine instructions.  
 
The median run times of both Python and Perl are smaller than those of Rexx and those of 
Tcl. The median run time of C is smaller than those of Java, Rexx, and Tcl and tends to be 
smaller than those of Perl and Python. If we aggregate the languages into only three groups 
(one with C/C++, one with Java, and one with scripts), we find that C/C++ is faster than 
Java and tends to be faster than scripts. There is no significant difference between average 
Java and Script run times. The fastest script languages are again Perl and Python. Rexx and 
Tcl are again slower than these and Java is faster. The median run times of Python are 
smaller than those of Rexx, and Tcl. They even tend to be smaller than those of Java. The 
most memory-efficient programs are clearly from the C and C++ groups. For Python and 
Perl, the relative variability in memory consumption tends to be much smaller than for C 
and in particular C++ [25]. 
 
From a "language design" perspective, Python is more attractive than Ruby. Its syntax is 
rather consistent, and makes the code understandable and readable, even by newbies. But a 
very useful feature that Python lacks and Ruby offers is the declaration of anonymous 
blocks. Python only offers lambdas which can only contain expressions, not statements.  
 
In the end, Python has its own deficiencies and merits, but Python has the features which 
help in optimizing solutions to a given problem and because of its various features and its 
ability to glue together languages and tools, we decided that Python would be the best 
choice to develop an application that is balanced in every sense. 
 
1.5 How Python has helped 
Python has easy to use interfaces or API’s for functionalities like text to speech and sqlite3 
database. Thus for managing the dictionary we can exploit sqlite3 and for audio narration 
we can use Python module for win32 com client. All these technologies put together with 
the Python Gtk library for GUI and some artificial intelligence can be integrated into a very 
effective application specific to teaching vocabulary.    
 
 
2. What is ShruthLaikh? 
ShruthLaikh is a spell-prep tool designed in Python, which aims at teaching children 
English vocabulary using fun and engaging methodologies [15]. It fully exploits the power 
of Python for interacting with various types of technologies. We have used Python interface 
and graphics library GTK for building its GUI, Python interface for Win32 components for 
interacting with Microsoft’s inbuilt text to speech engine, Python interface for sqlite3 
database and Python to exe for creating an executable to run it on Windows platform. All 
these modules are easy to integrate and provide us the power to design a modular structure 
of the application. The application displays words in an increasing order of difficulty level, 
definitions with audio pronunciations as well as their usages to provide learners tools for 
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studying without any formal instructions. It has a very simple GUI that makes it quite easy 
to use for the beginners. This tool also employs artificial intelligence techniques to provide 
users feedback on their performance levels. 
 
Features 
• Simple GUI using PyGtk 
• Extensive database of words including multiple definitions and usages for each and 
every word 
• Word Index Algorithm to define the difficulty level of a word 
• Microsoft Text to Speech functionality using PyWin32 
• AI techniques to make automatic adaptation of database according to the user 
• Rise & Sink approach to predict the next word for the user 
• Dictations 
  
2.1 Graphical User Interface 
ShruthLaikh has a very simple GUI designed in PyGtk. We have used PyGtk mainly 
because it’s simple and easy to use syntax and because of its efficiency compared to other 
languages [16]. The GUI consists of a few buttons with clearly mentioned labels, a text 
view where all the logs are generated, text entry where answer submissions are made. At 
the top, there are some drop down menu options. User is asked to create his/her profile so 
that history data saving and analyses can be done. User has to choose among 15 different 
difficulty levels of words. Application then chooses a random word of that difficulty level, 
speaks it using text to speech and then asks the user to spell it correctly. User can then give 
his/her answer submission in the text entry and the results are displayed in the text view.  
 
2.2 Database 
ShruthLaikh uses open source wordnet dictionary [17] and utilizes the sqlite3 for managing 
more than 45 thousand words. The words have been divided into 15 levels of difficulty 
with around 3 thousand words in each level. The database also contains multiple definitions 
and usages for each and every word. To interact with the database, PySQLite is used [18]. 
This is a very simple interface for interacting with sqlite database in Python. 
  
2.2.1 Structure of database 
The database is named as “dict.db” and contains the following tables: 
 
2.2.1.1 Las_word 
It has 6 fields; laswid, wordid, lemma, length, freq and exclude; laswid contains the serial 
number of the word in the database, wordid contains a number representing an id for it, 
lemma contains the word, length contains the number of characters in the word, freq 
contains the frequency of the word and exclude is either 0 or 1. The frequency is based on 
the number of search results that are found when the word is searched in the Yahoo search 
engine. Thus more the number of search results found, more frequent is the word and vice-
versa.   
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Exclude is either 0 or 1. When it is 0 then the word can be used but when it is 1 then the 
word is excluded. The basis for exclusion is the ‘Aspell’ which is a GNU open source spell 
checker [19]. Those words which after passing through the aspell were declared “out of 
English language” were excluded and never used in the application. Thus words which are 
mainly science related like ‘adenomyosis’ were excluded.  
 
2.2.1.2 Las_sense 
It contains two fields, wordid and synsetid. So corresponding to each wordid in las_word 
table, there are one or more synsetids which are used to fetch definition and usage of the 
word. 
  
2.2.1.3 Las_synset  
It has four fields namely synsetid, pos, categoryid and definition. Now corresponding to 
every single synsetid we have one pos, one categoryid and one definition. Now every word 
has a unique wordid in the las_word table, corresponding to every unique wordid there are 
one or more synsetid’s in the las_sense table and corresponding to every synsetid we have 
one definition in the las_synset table. So corresponding to every word and wordid there are 
multiple definitions.   
 
2.2.1.4 Las_sample 
It has three fields namely synsetid, sampleid and sample. Synsetid is the same as in 
las_sense table. Sampleid has no use in our context. Now for every synsetid there is a 
sample usage of the word in a general scenario. 
      
2.2.2 Initial Working 
Earlier we defined a level map in which every difficulty level was assigned words of 
particular length and upper and lower frequency. For mapping we used one of the best 
inbuilt functionality of Python i.e. dictionaries. The level mapping was done as shown 
below   
 
'Level':{ 
'Word Length1':{'starting frequency': freq, 'ending 
frequency': freq},  
'Word Length2':{'starting frequency': freq, 'ending 
frequency': freq} 
        } 
 
This initial design of database was not satisfactory. For example for a difficulty level of 4, 
we were fetching all the words having lengths 5, 6 and 7. Then we randomized or shuffled 
them and then presented them to the user starting with the first word. Hence it was a total 
random process with its “NO BRAIN”. User getting a word of length 5 after spelling 
correctly a lot of words of length 7 was totally absurd. So, we formulated a Word Index 
algorithm to define the difficulty level of words. 
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2.2.3 Modified Working - Word-Index Algorithm 
To estimate the difficulty level of a word, we derived a Word-Index Algorithm. The initial 
level of a word depends on the three intrinsic factors: 
1. Word length (W) 
2. Frequency     (F) 
3. Number of words in the database having (word length >= W) and frequency <= F          
(N) 
 
The difficulty of a word depends directly on the word length and inversely on the 
frequency. Also, it depends inversely on the third factor mentioned above. This can be 
explained with an example. Suppose there are only 10 words of length 15 in decreasing 
order of frequency. Then the word at number 2 should be less difficult then the word at 
number 14.  
 
Word Index (WI) =                      Word Length (W)     * (Scaling factor of 1012) 
                                                                  Frequency (F)*(N) 
 
 
Hence the difficulty level now depends on the index of a word; greater is the value of WI, 
more is the difficulty level of the word. Now there are 45000 words in the database and 15 
levels. So we divide 3000 words in each level. We can arrange the words in increasing 
order of WI. Then the first 3000 words of lowest WI will go to level 1, next 3000 to level 2 
and so on. 
 
The extrinsic factors are taken care of during the user’s interaction with the activity. In that 
case the word can float from any level to any other level. As the user correctly guesses 
words, they will be sinking downward and if more and more words are spelled incorrectly 
they will be rising upwards. This has been explained in Rise & Sink algorithm (2.4.3). 
 
 
  
2.3 Text to speech 
We have used the Microsoft’s inbuilt text to speech functionality by using Python bindings 
for win32 com client. The module is called “win32com.client”. The text to speak 
functionality is achieved in parallel to the main application by using the concept of 
threading in Python. User is also provided an option to configure the speech. Below is a 
working code snippet of the ‘speaking’ class that does all the functionality of text to 
speech: 
 
 
 
class speaking: 
 def speakingThread(self): 
  import win32com.client #the TTS engine 
  self.speak =  
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win32com.client.Dispatch('Sapi.SpVoice') 
  self.speak.Rate=-1 
  self.speak.Volume=100 
  self.running=1 
  while self.running: 
   if not q.empty(): 
    #print ("Not Empty...speaking") 
    text=q.get(1) 
    self.speak.Speak(text) 
def __init__(self):   
self.t =  
threading.Thread(target=self.speakingThread,  
args=())      
#Speaking in other thread 
  lock1=threading.Lock() 
  lock1.acquire() 
  self.t.start()  
 
Here ‘q’ is a python queue which contains the text to be spoken. So the while loop keeps on 
running and checking the queue; if the queue is not empty it just extracts the text to be 
spoken otherwise it keeps on running. When we want to close the while loop, we simply 
make the running variable equal to zero. 
 
We have also provided an option of installing the additional espeak TTS voices (which are 
open source) during the installation of the application but the base of text to speech is still 
the Microsoft’s engine. We can use other open source engines also like Festival but 
Microsoft’s TTS is preferred over all of these mainly because of its high voice quality and 
easy integration on Windows platform. We can design ShruthLaikh with espeak TTS 
engine to make it platform independent.    
  
2.4 Artificial Intelligence: Automatic Database Adaptation (AI-ADA) 
We have taken into account the user’s skill level and adapted the difficulty level of the 
words according to his/her skill level. This has been achieved by using AI techniques to 
represent pedagogical decisions as well as domain knowledge and information regarding 
each user. To help the users, we have constructed an Artificial Intelligence Teaching 
System (AITS) to assist learning in the context of the course of “Artificial Intelligence”. 
AITS are adaptive and intelligent systems [20].  It adapts the word user’s needs as much as 
possible, based on his/her profile and skill level. Skill level is evaluated via an expert 
system, which takes into account the difficulty level of words. Here we have integrated a 
new capability in the system. With the help of an intelligent framework, the system adjusts 
the difficulty level of words, taking into account the number of tries, the number of hints 
and previous history of the user. Thus, by incorporating AI techniques it improves 
application’s adaptability in a dynamic and quantifiable way enriching its importance for 
contemporary education. 
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2.4.1 AI-ADA Architecture 
The system consists of six units: the User Interface (UI), the User Modelling Unit (UM), 
the Evaluation Unit (EU), the Word-Adaptation unit (WA), the Intelligent Unit (IU) and the 
Words database (WDB). 
 
Through UI the user initially subscribes to the system by creating his/her profile. After 
subscription the user can, at any time, enter the system through the UI. 
 
UM contains all the information about the users, like the words initially tried, their number 
of tries, skill level, etc. We will be acquiring an initial profile for each user, so the system 
can use that profile for adaptation. After the user has played a game, the system stores the 
results concerning each word, which the user has spelled. The main goal of EU is to 
evaluate user's progress due to his/her interaction with the system. This evaluation is 
achieved through various games played by the user. The Students Expert System (SES) 
decides upon the skill level of a user. 
 
WA has as main goal to (re)evaluate the words’ levels of difficulty and thus improve 
system's adaptively.  If the initial difficulty level of a word has been proved not to be the 
appropriate, after a number of users’ entries, the unit changes the corresponding level. This 
is achieved by a hybrid intelligent system, which takes into account the interactions of the 
user with the activity. 
 
The UI consists of two intelligent systems. The one is Student Expert Systems and deals 
with user evaluation. The other, the Hybrid Intelligent System (HIS), deals with adaptation 
of words, which are stored in WDB. 
 
2.4.2 Learning process 
Every user will be assigned a ‘Skill Level’ depending on his/her performance during the 
games. During profile creation, user has to answer certain set of questions. Based on these 
answers a user’s skill level estimate is made. Thus as the application loads, it will have a 
default difficulty level equal to the skill level of the user. Each word in the database will be 
provided some parameters as shown below: 
1. Rough Level: This is the level we have currently assigned to each word. 
2. Actual Level: New level of a word after considering user’s performance. 
3. Minimum Level: Minimum difficulty level word can have. 
4. Maximum Level: Maximum difficulty level word can have. 
Now we have 15 different levels. For each level, we have assigned a particular number of 
tries and a number of hints range. For example for level 1, number of tries<=2 and number 
of hints used can be <=2. This means that user is expected to spell a word of level1 with 
number of tries <=2 meaning he can at maximum spell the word incorrectly 2 times. 
Similarly he is expected to use a maximum of 2 hints for the word of Level 1. Please note 
that getting definition, getting word length and getting usage all is considered as using a 
hint. Now as the user is asked to spell a word of level 1, these parameters will be stored and 
also the result that whether the user correctly spells the word or not. If user skips the word 
then the level of the word (which he skipped) will be increased by one but will never 
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exceed the maximum level the word can have. Similarly if he/she spells the word correctly, 
then its level will be decreased by one but will never be less than its minimum value.  
 
If user takes a greater number of tries or more number of hints than assigned to that level, 
then also the level of the word increases. If user spells a word incorrectly then next word is 
of low level. We can reduce the level by having a word of frequency higher than the 
wrongly spelled word. All of this has been taken care of using Rise & Sink approach. 
  
2.4.3 Rise & Sink Approach 
Rise & Sink is an approach developed for automatically analyzing the performance of users 
and providing feedback to them. We have mapped the various skill levels to the difficulty 
levels as shown below: 
 
self.level_map={'low -':1,'low':2,'low +':3,'average -
':4,'average':5,'average +':6,'good -':7,'good':8,'good 
+':9,'very good -':10,'very good':11,'very good 
+':12,'excellent -':13,'excellent':14,'excellent +':15} 
 
We have formulated an AI index as:  AI Index = [ (Difficulty level) / (Skill Level) ] * 10 
 
2.4.3.1 Using case scenarios 
Let us consider that the user’s current Skill Level is Low that corresponds to a difficulty 
level 2. If the user is spelling a word of level number 3, the AI index is 
(3/2)*10=1.5*10=15. Means the user can use a total of maximum 10 Hints plus tries and if 
he/she exceeds this limit then the word’s difficulty level becomes 4. 
On the other hand if user takes only AI/3 i.e. 15/3 = 5 or less Hints plus tries then the words 
difficulty level reduces to 2. 
 
Now to increase the skill level of user, if he/she successfully spells 300 words (or more) of 
difficulty level 3 with AI<5 or we can say if the user successfully reduces the difficulty 
level of Level 3 words to a difficulty level of 2 then his/her skill level will be improved to 
level 3 i.e. Low+. 
 
On the other hand if user increases the difficulty level of 50 (or more) words of difficulty 
level 2 (which is the current skill level of the user) to a difficulty level 3 then his/her skill 
level will be reduced to 1 which means low-. 
We can say that increasing the difficulty level of a word is like ‘sinking the word’ and 
decreasing the difficulty level of a word is like ‘raising the word’.  
 
So if user successfully sinks 300 (around 10% of total words in that level) words of 
difficulty level greater than the current skill level of the user, then his/her skill level will be 
improved. 
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On the other hand if user raises 50 or more words of difficulty level equal to or less than 
user’s current skill level then his/her skill level will be reduced.  
 
2.5 Dictations 
We do not want the user to be restricted to the default database of the application. So we 
have introduced the feature of user-customized Dictations by which the user can create 
his/her own set of words along with their definitions and usages. For this they have to 
create a text or CSV file in the following format: 
 
Word1, definition1, usage1 
Word2, definition2, usage2 
 
So after creating the file, it can be browsed in the ShruthLaikh application and can be saved 
in the database for further references. 
 
 
3. Structure of the application 
The basic structure of the application can be visualized with the help of following diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Database Text to Speech Engine 
Dict.py Module PyWin32 Module 
Intermediate processing module 
Las.py 
Progress.py 
Module 
Drawing.py 
Module 
GUI module ShruthLaikh.py 
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3.1 Various modules 
 
3.1.1 Dict.py 
It provides an interface between the lower level SQLite database and the application GUI. 
All the SQL queries are executed in this particular module using sqlite3 module. 
 
3.1.2 Drawing.py 
ShruthLaikh provides feedback to the user in terms of bar graphs. Hence to draw these 
graphs on a separate window, drawing.py module was designed. Below is a working code 
snippet of the drawing class: 
 
class DrawingBarGraph(): 
 def __init__(self,accuracies,played,correct): 
  self.accuracy=accuracies 
  self.played=played 
  self.correct=correct 
  window = gtk.Window(gtk.WINDOW_TOPLEVEL) 
  window.maximize() 
  window.set_title("Statistics") 
  window.connect("destroy",  
lambda w: gtk.main_quit()) 
  self.area = gtk.DrawingArea() 
  self.area.set_size_request(400, 300) 
  self.pangolayout =  
self.area.create_pango_layout("") 
  self.sw = gtk.ScrolledWindow() 
  self.sw.add_with_viewport(self.area) 
  self.table = gtk.Table(2,2) 
  self.table.attach(self.sw, 1, 2, 1, 2) 
  window.add(self.table) 
  self.area.set_events(gtk.gdk.POINTER_MOTION_MASK  
|gtk.gdk.POINTER_MOTION_HINT_MASK ) 
  self.area.connect("expose-event",  
self.area_expose_cb) 
  window.show_all() 
  window.show() 
  gtk.main() 
 def close_button_clicked(self,widget,data=None): 
  gtk.main_quit() 
 def area_expose_cb(self, area, event): 
  self.style = self.area.get_style() 
  self.gc = self.style.fg_gc[gtk.STATE_NORMAL] 
  self.draw_line(10, 600) 
  i=0 
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  x=30 
  while i<15: 
   self.draw_rectangles(x,self.accuracy[i],i+1) 
   i+=1 
   x+=78 
  return True 
  
 def draw_line(self, x, y): 
  self.area.window.draw_line(self.gc, x+10, y,  
x+1200, y) 
 self.pangolayout.set_text("\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t 
Your Statistics: Level Wise Percentage Accuracy") 
  self.area.window.draw_layout(self.gc, x+5, y+130,  
self.pangolayout) 
  return 
 def draw_rectangles(self, x,accuracy,level): 
  accuracy*=5 
  self.area.window.draw_rectangle(self.gc, False, x,  
600-(accuracy), 78, accuracy) 
  self.pangolayout.set_text(str(accuracy/5)+"%") 
  self.area.window.draw_layout(self.gc, x+30, 580- 
accuracy, self.pangolayout) 
  self.pangolayout.set_text("Level "+str(level)) 
  self.area.window.draw_layout(self.gc, x+10, 600,  
self.pangolayout) 
  if self.played!=None and self.correct!=None: 
   self.pangolayout.set_text("Correct:  
"+str(self.correct[level-1])) 
   self.area.window.draw_layout(self.gc, x+7,  
650, self.pangolayout) 
   self.pangolayout.set_text("Total:  
"+str(self.played[level-1])) 
   self.area.window.draw_layout(self.gc, x+8,  
700, self.pangolayout) 
  return 
 
Here we take the percentage accuracy to be plotted for each and every level and then 
display it in a separate window. 
 
3.1.3 Las.py 
It is an intermediate module between the GUI module and the dict.py module. Thus all the 
mid level processes are accomplished in this module. 
  
3.1.4 Progress.py 
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While playing the game, users have to correctly spell words in a stipulated time interval. To 
show the time elapsed we use a progress bar showing the time left in seconds. This process 
is achieved through the Progress.py module. Below is the code snippet of the Progress Bar 
class: 
 
def progress_timeout(pbobj): 
    pbobj.show_text("Time Left(secs): "+str(pbobj.timeleft)) 
    if pbobj.timeleft>=0: 
 pbobj.timeleft=pbobj.timeleft-1 
    new_val = pbobj.pbar.get_fraction() + (1.0/pbobj.t) 
    if new_val>1: 
        new_val=0 
    if pbobj.timeleft==-1: 
 pbobj.destroy_progress() 
 pbobj.ls_obj.end_game() 
 # Set the new value 
    pbobj.pbar.set_fraction(new_val) 
 # As this is a timeout function, return TRUE so that it 
 # continues to get called 
    return True 
 
class ProgressBar: 
 # Callback that toggles the text display within the progress 
 # bar trough 
    def show_text(self, data=None): 
     self.pbar.set_text(data) 
 # Callback that toggles the orientation of the progress bar 
    def destroy_progress(self): 
     gobject.source_remove(self.timer) 
     self.timer = 0 
 self.ls_obj.stats_table.remove(self.pbar)  
    def __init__(self,obj,time): 
     self.pbar = gtk.ProgressBar() 
 self.pbar.show() 
 self.ls_obj=obj 
 self.ls_obj.stats_table.attach(self.pbar,0,2,8,9) 
 self.timer = gobject.timeout_add (1000,  
progress_timeout, self)  
 self.timeleft=time 
 self.t=time  
 
 
 
3.1.5 ShruthLaikh.py 
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This is the main module containing the GUI and the speech related functions. User 
interface has been designed using PyGtk and text to speech functionality has been achieved 
using Microsoft’s Text to Speech engine. To interact with the text to speech engine 
Pywin32 module has been utilized. 
 
 
                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Simple GUI of the application 
 
4. Future Scope 
Project ‘ShruthLaikh’ is evolving over time and we believe that it has the potential to 
revolutionize the learning experience. A lot of new feature additions have been planned out 
that will be implemented in the future. Given below is a glimpse of our thoughts: 
 
4.1 Collaboration 
As a human being, we have a tendency to collaborate with each other and this is always 
considered as one of the best ways of learning. Thus we plan to integrate the collaboration 
feature in ShruthLaikh. With this feature, users will be able to compete with each other on 
the same difficulty level of words. Teachers will be able to broadcast a set of words to 
multiple students which they will have to spell in a stipulated time interval. Here Python 
support for low level networking interface i.e. socket will be vital. 
 
4.2 Speech Recognition 
We can use the win32 com client to integrate the Microsoft’s inbuilt speech recognition 
facility into ShruthLaikh. Thus with this feature, we will be able to test the pronunciation of 
users and give them appropriate feedback. Not only this, this tool will then become usable 
for physically challenged users which cannot type into the user interface. Again Python 
interface for win32 com client will be exploited. 
  
4.3 Automatic database update 
The wordnet dictionary is continuously improving with time with addition of more and 
more new words. Thus we want to make our words database more dynamic by 
automatically fetching the new words from the internet and adding them into the database. 
Here Python libraries can be utilized to crawl over internet and fetch the new words. 
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5. Conclusion 
‘ShruthLaikh’ demonstrates how Python’s simple interfaces for various technologies and 
artificial intelligence can be integrated into a very useful application. It also proves how 
Python can be effectively utilized in the area of education and to automate the learning 
experience. This tool is reinforces facts about Python being a highly readable, dynamic 
language with its indispensable ability to custom import various modules into an 
application, its efficiency with regards to running time, memory utilization, comment 
density, program structure, reliability, etc. compared to other languages like C, C++, Ruby 
[21], Java [22], Perl [23], Tcl [24], etc and hence establishes the usefulness of this language 
in the creation of applications.  We have also shown the importance of ‘ShruthLaikh’ and 
how it can help users to easily absorb English words for a very long time. We have 
designed a platform which has immense future scope. We will continue to work on the 
project and hope that in the future ‘ShruthLaikh’ will be one of the best automated learning 
frameworks designed in Python.  
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